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At The Why Foundation, we have the

It is with great satisfaction that we have

opportunity to truly achieve something

succeeded to support countries with

important in the world, today. Statis-

developing democracies, where local

tics show that only 15% of the world’s

broadcasters struggle to be allowed

population have free access to accurate

to show inspirational and empower-

information. I’m incredibly proud of the

ing content to their citizens, or lack the

standard level of investigative jour-

funding to do so. In alignment with the

nalism and filmmaking that drives our

UN’S Sustainable Development Agen-

team and forms the core of the organ-

da, we are committed to continue our

ization. Together with our partners, we

mission on securing free reliable infor-

help raise awareness and give access to

mation for all.

independent media and information.
Knowledge has proven to be a game
changer. Through the medium of documentary film, our goal is to empower
people to make informed decisions.

Mette Hoffmann Meyer

What started as an idea; to get compel-

CEO, The Why Foundation

ling, engaging, documentary films seen
by more people around the globe, has
evolved into a large network of partners
that essentially ensures a global understanding of basic human rights and democracy.
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Our mission

Recognizing that the majority of the world’s
population still receive information through
local television, The Why delivers WHY
STORIES films to both local and international television broadcasters to reach viewers
worldwide. WHY STORIES films are donat-

68 films

ed to local broadcasters, in local language
versions, to ensure that information reaches
people in some of the world’s most underserved regions.
These films are also broadcast through BBC

To combat the great global issues of our time, from corruption, climate change, disease and war, everyone needs
access to free and independent information about the
world we live in. Yet, with approximately 1 billion people
unable to read and write, and a further 55% of the world’s
population without access to the internet, unequal access
to information remains a major barrier. THE WHY wants to
address the problem by providing widespread free access
to critical information in the form of its documentary series WHY STORIES.
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400
million
viewers

World News, which gives the WHY STORIES
stories an impressive platform, reaching
around 99 million households a week. Since
its launch in 2015, WHY STORIES has provided 68 documentary films to an estimated 400
million viewers in 191 countries.

191
countries

WHY STORIES fights against information
inequality, to cultivate mass-engagement
with the issues highlighted by the Sustainable
Development Agenda. By connecting people
with critical information about the world we
live in, WHY STORIES equips people to take
more effective action as global citizens.
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From the film “Law of the Jungle”
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How does it work?
We buy high-quality

We edit the films into

documentary films

versions

pre-existing

shorter 45 minute

We create local dubbed

We reach the underserved

films

documentary films

language versions of the

regions with high-quality

WHY STORIES is the realization of The Why’s mission to
expand access to free and independent information, and
to engage new, mass audiences in key human rights issues.
Documentary films are well-recog-

45 minute films to screen on TV. In

dubbed language versions of the

to connect those in underserved

nized as providing valuable insight

this way, WHY STORIES extends the

films, removing a prevalent barrier to

regions, whether affected by censor-

into the lived experiences, cultures

lifespan of high-quality films whilst

viewing and accessing independent

ship, poverty or a lack of tradition for

and politics of different regions

simultaneously expanding their

information, for those who are unable

factual film viewing, with high-quality

around the world. WHY STORIES is

viewership by reaching out to new

to read, write or speak additional lan-

factual documentary films.

comprised of pre-existing documen-

audiences. Where funding permits,

guages besides their mother tongue.

tary films which we buy and edit into

WHY STORIES also creates local

WHY STORIES is unique in its mission
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Our main
distribution
sources

NATIONAL BROADCASTERS:
→→

By donating films to a growing number of local broadcast stations, from
Russia to Colombia, and India to Palestine, WHY STORIES connects
people from diverse cultures with critical information on key global
issues.

→→ WHY STORIES specifically targets broadcasters in countries where
censorship, poverty and a lack of tradition for factual film-viewing have
impeded free access to information for its populations.

→→ Local broadcasters reaches the largest percentage of a nation’s electorate

BBC WORLD NEWS (SATELLITE BROADCAST):
→→

BBC WORLD NEWS reaches 191 countries

→→

As a renowned and well-respected public media provider, broadcastingWHY STORIES through this channel ensures that the films reach an estimated 99 million households all across the world.
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:
→→ WHY STORIES has developed working partnerships with both formal
and informal educational institutions from Denmark to Colombia, which
use films from the WHY STORIES series to examine and discuss issues
relating to the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
WHY STORIES? 11

Working towards
the UN SDGs
through
WHY STORIES?

SDGs

17

The international Editorial and Advisory Board select 20
films for each series of WHY STORIES based on their ability to connect people with the key global issues identified
by the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. The selection
process of the films is also informed by a desire to produce a series of films reflecting the diversity of different
experiences of people across the world. The focus on diversity both in terms of geographic focus and content, has
resulted in the selection of films from 35 different countries, covering issues which span a number of the Sustainable Development Goals, such as poverty, gender equality
and education.
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Where are we?
WHY

WHY

WHY STORIES? is currently
shown in 191 countries through
BBC WORLD, on 6 continents.

WHY
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Broadcasters

WGBH - USA

WGBH is a member station of the U.S. public broadcaster PBS.
It is also PBS's single-largest producer for TV, Web and mobile
content, producing series such as Nova and Masterpiece.
WGBH's WORLD Channel, which broadcasts WHY STORIES?,
is carried by 151 stations representing 61.09% of U.S. TV
households and reaches 35 million viewers.

PRECIOSA MEDIA
- COLOMBIA

A company focused on making alliances between the Documentary and Animation producers & channels in Latinoamérica
and the rest of the world.

VIETNAM
MULTIMEDIA
CORPORATION
- VIETNAM

The national television station in Vietnam, reaching over 80%
of all urban households and most rural areas either through
privately owned TVs or through TVs in village cafes. VTV had
never shown independent documentary film before it screened
WHY STORIES?, meaning the WHY STORIES? series provides
revolutionary programming for this channel.

FREEDOM FILM
- MALAYSIA

A non-profit organization which annually hosts the Freedom
Film Festival, dedicated to screening films which raise awareness of social issues.

NDTV - INDIA

New Delhi Television is a privately owned cable service, which
has been a pioneer for broadcasting India’s news. Their WHY
STORIES? broadcasts have reached over 245 000 people per
episode. Women Soldiers reached 152 000 people over 2
airings.

EIDF / EBS-TV
- SOUTH KOREA

The representative public educational channel in South Korea.
Annually they host the week-long documentary film festival
EIDF, broadcasting our films through their network.

BHRT - BOSNIAHERZEGOVINA

Is the state-level national broadcasters of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
considered to be one of the three most influential broadcasters
in the country.

ROYA TV
- JORDAN

Ro'ya TV is an independent, privately owned satellite television
station based in Jordan. It broadcasts local news and other
local programming.

TV RAIN - RUSSIA

Russia’s last remaining independent TV station, a rare, critical
voice in Russia’s media landscape broadcasting to viewers both
within and outside the country. Unfortunately, they were unable
to provide more detailed information about their viewership.

TAL TV
- ARGENTINA /

A communication network created from the exchange of
content and collaboration between TV channels, cultural institutions and independent producers from Latin America. It has
more than 70 associated channels across the region.

TELEVISION
COMPANY OF
UKRAINE
- UKRAINE

NTCU is the organizational body behind the state-owned
television channel Pershyi Natsionalnyi, the only Ukrainian
TV channel that reaches over 97% of Ukraine’s territory. Each
World Stories film reached an average of 355,000 people
through NTCU.

FUTURA
- BRAZIL

Canal Futura reaches the entire Brazilian population. On average 1.9 million people watched each film in Brazil.

WATTAN TV
- PALESTINE

Al Wattan is an independent Palestinian TV channel, reaching
an estimated 4 million Palestinian viewers both in Palestine and
externally via online distribution.

ALJADEED TV
- LEBANON

Al-Jadeed is the most watched 24-hour Pan-Arabic television
station broadcasting from Lebanon, with the number of viewers in Arab countries continuing to rise.
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From the film “Pink Saris”
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Impact
The Why prioritizes work with local partners in underserved regions,
where access to independent information is extremely limited. WHY STORIES not only acts as a key source of information to people across the
world, it also provides vital support to local public media providers. At
a time where public media services are facing increasing restrictions and
cutbacks, WHY STORIES supports these services by donating its film

Due to the high-quality of the
WHY STORIES films and the project’s extensive outreach strategy,
WHY STORIES has gained an excellent reputation in the broadcasting
community.
Broadcasters from across the
world have reached out to us, with
the hope of diversifying their
programming with the compelling
content WHY STORIES provides.

series to various broadcasters across the world.

“WHY STORIES? are hard-hitting
documentaries and we believe
people from all over the world need
to know about the issues they cover.
Due to time constraints, lots of issues
get sidelined and we are often not
able to cover the global issues that
WHY STORIES? content provide.
As a news channel, we consider it
our responsibility to broadcast WHY
STORIES?, so that our audience in
India are made aware of important
global issues.”

“WHY STORIES are invaluable to our

— Meenakshi Payal, NDTV,
broadcast partner in India

audience in Palestine, as they challenge people to think critically, reflect
on their own beliefs, and connect
“As Bosnia and Herzegovina continue to try and heal the scars of
a conflict from 20 years ago, WHY STORIES? has provided vital
content which supports the processes of reconciliation by encouraging an understanding of and respect for diversity. As Bosnia
and Herzegovina, work towards a more prosperous future, WHY
STORIES? offers a valuable insight into how people from other
countries have worked to overcome comparable struggles.”
— Rialda Ocuz, BHRT
broadcast partner in Bosnia and Herzegovina
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with communities around the world

All of our current local broad-

who have faced similar difficulties.

casters have asked to renew

We also believe that these documen-

their partnership agreements

taries can impassion our audience

and participate in Season 4 of

and young Palestinian filmmakers

WHY STORIES. Feedback from

and journalists, in particular, to create

these partners has been une-

work that is critical and creative. ”

quivocal in its praise for WHY

 Airida, Wattan Media,
—
broadcast partner in Palestine

STORIES as providing high-quality, factual content to inform,
inspire and prompt critical
reflection.

WHY STORIES? 21

“Bermuda badly needs the kind of programming provided by The Why. The island is very small and isolated.
Consequently our youth are often unaware of how
people live in other parts of the world. The Why has
the potential to open the minds of young Bermudians
while also explaining the forces that move our planet
today.”

— CITV,
broadcast partner in Bermuda

“As Mongolia National Broadcast has insufficient
funds to produce documentary films, WHY STORIES?
offers a rare opportunity to broadcast high-quality,
thought-provoking content which we would otherwise
be unable to deliver. We believe the powerful storytelling of the WHY STORIES? will resonate with audiences across Mongolia.”

— Oyunaa Demchig MBN,
broadcastpartner in Mangolia

Through the donation of WHY STORIES films to Mongolia National Broad-

By donating these films, WHY STORIES enables local partners to over-

casters (MNB), WHY STORIES has enabled the country to broadcast doc-

come the financial barriers which so often prevent people from poorer

umentaries for the first ever time via national television. This represents

regions from accessing factual and independent information.

a significant step towards media freedom in a country where decades of
censorship has had a crippling effect upon public media provision.
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Outreach and
development

THE WHY’s mission to ensure that
important information is free and

DZONGKHA

accessible to everyone, means we

BURMESE

are constantly growing our networks

HAUSA

and dubbed language content. In

SOMALI

2018 we will be working on the

FRENCH

translation of WHY STORIES into:

An estimated 1 billion people are unable to read and
write, and a further 40% of the world’s population
are only able to speak their native language. These
barriers still prevent a significant portion of the world’s
population from accessing high-quality information about
the world we live in.

To ensure WHY STORIES is widely
accessible and inclusive of marginalized groups, in some of the
world’s most underserved regions,
WHY STORIES funds dubbed
local-language versions of its films.
Currently we are working on
the translation of WHY STORIES

DZONGKHA

ALBANIAN

BURMESE

FARSI

HAUSA

PORTUGUESE

SOMALI

RUSSIAN

FRENCH

BOSNIAN

ENGLISH

UKRAINIAN

ARABIC

SPANISH

into:
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Through the creation of dubbed con-

The widespread distribution of WHY

By shedding light on human rights

At the Film Club Ask Why? in Den-

tent, WHY STORIES has successfully

STORIES? through both local televi-

abuses, WHY STORIES is able to

mark, students from local schools

engaged new audiences, heighten-

sion channels and BBC World News,

sustain international political pressure

from the 7th – 10th grade are invited

ing awareness of important global is-

in particular, ensure the films reach

on significant social issues. Equally,

to 6 screenings of WHY STORIES-

sues amongst people who previously

decision-makers, with considerable

WHY STORIES recognizes the impor-

films across the year. The screened

lacked access to such information.

political influence. A compelling

tance of including citizens in these

films are specifically selected to com-

As one viewer of the WHY STORIES

example of which, comes from an

discussions. Through our collabora-

pliment their curriculum, so that

film Powerless describes:

interview on Aljazeera’s American TV

tion with educational institutions,

the studied subject matter can be

Show:

WHY STORIES’ Film Club, provides

brought to life through the documen-

young people with an engaging

taries.

“It is a honest capture
of a world that we
might not know about.
An honest point of view.
In the end, we are left
wondering how in the
world are we still going
through this. That is
the beauty of the film,
you will be left wondering some very pointed
questions. Such documentaries must be
appreciated and encouraged.”

introduction to seemingly abstract

“I have seen God Loves
Uganda. And I want to
appeal particularly to
the African communities: don’t get absorbed
by ultra religious groups
that come from Western
countries and brainwash
us. LGBT people must
be understood.”
— Dr. Gilbert Bukenya (former
Ugandan Vice-President)

global issues, encouraging critical

WHY STORIES films left a lasting

reflection and nourishing debate.

impression on the young people
taking part. As one Danish student

So far, the WHY STORIES films have
been trialled at film clubs in Colombia (in collaboration with Preciosa
Media), Kosovo (as part of Dokufest)
and Denmark (as part of ASK WHY?
Film Club).
The feedback from the participating
facilitators and young people has
been overwhelmingly positive, and
highlights the important role WHY
STORIES? films have played in the

— Aubrey D’souza viewer of

described:

“The films we have
seen have given rise to
thought. In our friend
group we have talked
a lot about what happened, and how wild it
was to witness real issues unfold on screen.”
— Film Club: Ask Why? Student 2018

unpacking of complex issues.

Powerless
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At the Competency School in Prizren,

The initial success of the WHY

Kosovo, young people watched a

STORIES? Film Clubs, reveals a

screening of the WHY STORIES Film

growing interest in exploring how

‘Putin’s Forgotten Children’ as part of

documentary films can be used to

Dokufest. The Executive Director of

aid understanding of complex issues

the School wrote to us to explain how

and instigate meaningful discussion.

the films had been used:

To meet this growing demand, WHY
STORIES? is planning to scale-up
this initiative to serve an increasing
number of interested educational
institutions across the world.

“After the screening we had a lively debate on
social differences caused by poverty and how is
this reflected in our country.”
— Eroll Bilibani, Executive Director Dokufest, March 2018

To sum up
WHY STORIES has grown from
the idea that to realise the Global Goals - reduced inequalities,
peace, justice and strong institutions - all people must have the
right to free access to independent, fact based media about the
world we live in.
Through its extensive network of
local partners, WHY STORIES has
delivered a series of 68 films
to an estimated 400 million viewers worldwide. WHY STORIES
has made significant advancements in its mission to ensure
that everyone has free access to
high-quality, factual information
about the world we live in.
In order to build on the success
of the previous Series, WHY
STORIES urgently requires funding. Sustained financial support
will enable us to nurture new
partnerships with local organizations, reach broader and more
diverse audiences, and foster
sustained engagement with the
issues identified by the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
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About
THE WHY
The Why is a nonprofit organization

cate, inspire and build public under-

that initiates, produces and distrib-

standing of some of the key issues

utes public media content to a

people around the world are experi-

global audience. We do this through

encing today. Importantly, The Why

broadcast, cross-media platforms and

supports free public media, because

outreach activities aimed at ensuring

locally in Denmark in collaboration

all peoples’ access to free, inde-

with Academy Award-winning actress

pendent information. The Why has

Helen Mirren. These series reached

previously produced and distributed

hundreds of million of people world-

the Academy Award-winning series

wide, through The Why’s unparalleled

WHY DEMOCRACY? (2007) followed

distribution network of more than

by the Peabody Award-winning WHY

70 broadcasters worldwide. In 2018

POVERTY? (2012), and subsequently

The Why is launching the largest

WHY WOMEN? (2016) released The

ever global media campaign about

Why targets both satellite and

modern day slavery: WHY SLAVERY?

local broadcasters to reach a broad

made up of six commissioned docu-

audience with factual films that edu-

mentary films, distributed to over 70
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broadcast partners, including PBS,

issues people around the world are

BBC and CNN. Our

experiencing today. Importantly, The

broadcast is estimated to reach over

Why supports free public media, be-

400 million people worldwide.

cause we believe that all people have
a right to access ethically produced,

The Why targets both satellite and

independent and factual films. The

local broadcasters to reach a broad

Why contributes to achieving the

audience with factual films that

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals

educate, inspire and build public

by educating for sustainability and

understanding of some of the key

supporting free media.
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Complete film list Season 3
Dancing Boys of Afghanistan
Najibullah Quraishi & Jamie Doran (2010)

When I Walk
Jason DaSilva (2013)

Steam of Life
Joonas Berghäll & Mika Hotakainen (2010)

Samurai and Idiots
Hyoe Yamamoto & Luc Martin-Gousset (2015)

Please Vote for Me
Weijun Chen (2007)

Detropia
Heidi Ewing & Rachel Grady (2012)

Rocking Cambodia: Rise of a Pop Diva
Marc Eberle (2015)

Point and Shoot
Marshall Curry (2014)

Girl Model
Ashley Sabin, David Redmon (2011)

Fight for Justice
Dawn Porter (2013)

Pervert Park
Frida Barkfors & Lasse Barkfors (2014)

School Time for Miss Roma
Vesna Cudic (2015)

My Escape
Feras Fayyad and Henrik Grunnet (2016)

At Home in The World
Andreas Koefoed & Sara Stockmann (2015)

Putin’s Forgotten Children
Hanna Polak (2014)

The Confession
Ashish Ghadiali & James Rogan (2016)

God Loves Uganda
Roger Ross Williams (2013)

Powerless
Deepti Kakkar & Fahad Mustafa (2013)

A Syrian Love Story
Sean McAllister (2015)

Coach Zoran & his African Tigers
Sam Benestead (2014)
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